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Abstract

Macroscopic adiabatic invariants for the magnetized plasma are stud-

ied within the context of the quasi-particle description, as well as con-

straints which they impose on energy transfer and stable plasma equilib-

ria.



1. Introduction

Experimental observations and numerical simulations of space and fusion

plasmas reveal their complex behaviour with non-thermal and low-frequency

features, which appear to depend on many macroscopic plasma parameters. Ex-

plaining experimental results requires taking into account the properties of real

plasma systems, which are anisotropic and inhomogeneous, with density and

temperature gradients in particular.

The purpose of this report is to derive, within the kinetic description, macro-

scopic invariants for the inhomogeneous magnetized plasma, and to study the

stability constraints on possible plasma equilibria, which follow from such con-

straints and which take into account kinetic and nonlinear effects. Such invariants

are derived according to the ideology of the general asymptotic methods [1-3] by

means of the quasi-particle approach [4, 5]. Therefore, the invariants obtained

are adiabatic, and they take into account slow perturbations of plasma equilibria.

We use the effective-acceleration model in order to simplify the treatment

of non-uniform magnetic fields in the kinetic theory. In the case of a velocity-

independent effective acceleration, the inhomogeneous potential i/> of the latter

can be associated with the gravity field in astrophysical situations, or with the

ponderomotive force of high-frequency electromagnetic fields, or with equilibrium

electric fields in non-neutral plasmas.

The stability of general two-dimensional plasma equilibria specified by a

quasi-particle distribution function g(vu,e±,ip(R±)) is determined by the invari-

ant

Sp = Wp - m f dRdv{lde± {(6g)2) / 20+g

(Wp is the particle potential energy, 8g is a perturbation of the quasi-particle
—*

distribution function, R is the quasi-particle (guiding center) position, ex =



Uj_/2, v is the particle velocity, the subscript ||(±) is for vector components

along (across) the magnetic field and their magnitudes, (...) means statistical

averaging). This invariant rules out the system potential energy as an instability

source when d^g > 0, which is the general stability constraint. In the particular

case of an isotropic distribution, g = g{v,ij)), there is a constraint on the density

Kn and temperature K? gradients and velocity dependence of g: 0 < K? < 2 K „ / 3 ,

dvg < 0 (here KQ = dlnQ/dip). Anisotropic equilibria can be treated in a similar

way, as well as the case of non-uniform magnetic fields.

The results obtained take into account kinetic and nonlinear effects and there-

fore generalize the well known fluid theory constraint against the interchange in-

stability. They can be used to explain some universal features of the turbulence

driven by density and temperature gradients in the magnetized plasma, in fusion

plasmas in particular.

2. Basic Equations

Let us consider a plasma species with particles of charge q and mass m in
—• —#

an external stationary and uniform magnetic field B = Bh, and additional force

fields. The latter contain a self-consistent microscopic part from electromag-

netic fields created by particles themselves and an external static and large-scale

gravity field g = Vip, described by a potential if). It is assumed that g • h = 0.

The equations of particle motion are

dt ' dt m c

with £l = qB/mc the cyclotron frequency. E is for electric fields, B' is for

non-stationary magnetic fields. The latter can be derived from the potentials:

B' = V xA, E = —V$—dtA/c. The consideration is limited to the case A « A»h.

One treats additional forces as a weak perturbation of particle motion. The basic



interest is in the potential energy Wp of particles in the gravity field:

Wp = - £rm/, (^) , ^ = - £ > ? • « • (2)

It is required to reduce the equations of particle motion to the standard form

[1-3] of a dynamic system with rapidly varying phase. This is to be done in the

general case of finite-Larmor-radius effects (for electromagnetic field perturba-

tions with scales comparable to particle Larmor radii). In order to do this, let us
—• —* —*

exploit the guiding-centre transformation: ip = R+hxv/Q,, i>y = h-v + qA\Jmc,

where R is a guiding-centre position, and vu is a new velocity variable, and in-

troduce the guiding-centre phase space {R,vn,e±,a} = {x,a), e i = Uj_/2, a is

the velocity gyroangle. uj_ = v — h- vh = uj_ [ cosa ex + sina ey ], where h, ex,

and ey make a triad of orthogonal unity vectors. For an arbitrary function Q of

particle variables, Q — Q(x,a,t) = Q(ij),v,t) after ip and v have been expressed

in the guiding-centre variables.

Equations of guiding-centre motion follow from (1) [6]:

= n f l = -adj, (3)
do. **
— = —ft — v , v = —Q,dex8 ,

where

m c " mc2 »

In the spirit of the asymptotic theory [2], one identifies the velocity gyroangle a

as a rapidly varying phase.

Now, the quasi-particle approach [4, 5] is employed. The microscopic density

F' =



in the guiding-centre phase space (summation is over all guiding centres) is gov-

erned by the continuity equation:

X = {V,II||,nci} is a generalized velocity corresponding to the phase-space

variable x = {R,U||,ej_}. The energy balance (2) can be rewritten:

dWP _ /&.!.( B\^F,t {...)F,= f dxda(...)F', (5)
dt

where finite-Larmor-radius effects are disregarded for the large-scale gravity field.

The microscopic density G in the quasi-particle phase space x is the part of

the guiding-centre density not dependent on the gyroangle. The basic equations

of the quasi-particle description are the relation between guiding centres and

quasi-particles, and the continuity equation for quasi-particles [4-6]:

dtG + ds • ( XrG )+... = 0 . (6)

Qr means the asymptotic mean value of Q:

(Q)F, = (Qr)G + ... , (...)G= / dx(...)G , dx = dRdv\\deL .

The mean particle velocity is [6]

WF = ( ( V\\ ~ ^ A\\r ) h + S Hr X h ) G + ^ ( fij.0 )o + ...

VT)G + ( V g V 0 ) G ,

where V is the guiding-centre velocity in (3), vg = g x /i/fi is the gravity drift

velocity, and the gradients of the gravity field have been neglected.

Hence, potential energy balance is governed by the following reduced equa-

tion:

jt[Wp + [vg.V0)G] = - (V<KÄ) • Vr)G • (7)



The variation of the potential energy is due to the work by gravity to move

guiding centres with the mean velocity VT.

3. Constraints on Density and Temperature Gradients

Let us assume that the perturbations of potentials $ and A\\ are described

by a statistical ensemble, and represent 6 as a sum of a mean statistical value

(6) and a fluctuation 86, where (6) ~ 86. (6) allows for perturbations of mean

electric fields, while 89 accounts for electromagnetic field fluctuations.

The quasi-particle density G = G + 8G is represented as

G = g + G1 , G' ~ e g , e « 1 , (8)

where G = g + G' is the mean density, G' = G' + 8G, g is the mean statistical

value of the density in the absence of the electromagnetic field, G' is a deviation

from the latter value due to mean electromagnetic field perturbations, and 8G

takes into account turbulent fluctuations of the quasi-particle density driven by

electromagnetic field fluctuations.

It is assumed that the plasma state described by the quasi-particle density g

is stationary, but weakly inhomogeneous:

d&9 ~ dkG' . (9)

Both fluctuations and mean perturbations of the quasi-particle density can have

scales comparable to particle Larmor radii.

The unperturbed mean density g satisfies the following continuity equation:

(v\\h + vg) • dåg = 0 . (10)

The stationary solution to the latter is an arbitrary function of u«, ej_ and if;:



After statistical averaging, (7) yields in approximations (8) and (9):

I Wp = - j dx (W-VrG'> , x = {R,vhe±) , (11)

where (...) is for statistical averaging, / dx Vi/>-{VrG) = / d x V*/>- (VrG') since for

zero boundary conditions g has not contributed because of the incompressibility

property [6], V • V = 0, and (10). The perturbation G' can be found from the

continuity equation. The velocity nonlinearity there (A\\dv,,G') can be neglected

in approximation (8). The driving source of perturbations is assumed to be

mainly associated with an inhomogeneity of the unperturbed state. Then, the

continuity equation for quasi-particles simplifies:

( dt + Vr • dn ) G' = - Vr • Vtf d+g . (12)

Substituting for (Vip • VrG'), calculated from this equation, in the potential

energy balance, one obtains:

jt{WP -jjdS[ (G1)2 + ((6G)2) } Id^g) = 0 . (13)

This equation introduces a macroscopic adiabatic invariant of the system

x[ {G')2 + ((SG)2) } Id^g . (14)

Such an invariant rules out the particle potential energy in the gravity field

as a source for driving perturbations when

dj,g>0. (15)

This inequality is a constraint on stable unperturbed quasi-particle states and

energy transfer in the plasma. It is derived taking account of the kinetic and

nonlinear effects.



We consider isotropic equilibrium states

g = n {mjTfl2 w(k/T) , k = m (e± + «j/2) ,

where the factors n(ip) and T(iJ>), which are equilibrium quasi-particle density

and temperature, follow from normalization conditions. From (15):

K„ > ^ r > 0 , dg/dk < 0 , (16)

i.e. rj = KT/KH < 2/3 (here KQ = dlnQIdxj)). The marginal dependence in (16)

is the adiabatic law p/n1 = Cte, 7 = 5/3, where p = nT is the pressure. The

number 2/3 is determined by the number of degrees of freedom.
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